issues for bioethics. The evaluation of preclinical results, safety, informed consent, choosing human subjects and oversight are a few of the topics now appearing in journals. No overview would be complete without another argument about the moral status of the embryo, and there are chapters on ethics and differing religious perspectives.
The chapter on religion is a well-written summary of the principal positions on embryonic stem-cell research around the world, but I wish authors would attempt to place the US religious framework into an international context. On some cases -and I suppose it's true here -the positions of Eastern religions are still emerging, so there is scant literature to review.
This book joins a constellation of releases that examine stem cells through different lenses. Readers should pick a few titles to get the full picture of how this formerly quiet corner of biology has exploded into new realms. It is odd we have a profusion of general books about stem cells but still no introductory textbook. Likely reasons are that the field hasn't yet coalesced and the subject cuts across the triedand-true (and profitable) developmental and cell biology texts, now lumbering into twilight editions. A good introduction should include chapters on ethics, law and society -a hybrid that may not fit neatly into a marketing niche.
In the meantime, readings from Fundamentals of the Stem Cell Debate could be listed on an introductory curriculum, together with seminal research papers and chapters from foundational texts such as the fifth edition of Bruce Alberts' Molecular Biology of the Cell (2007) , and the eighth edition of Scott Gilbert's Developmental Biology (2006) .
The challenge for the serious reader is to keep up with all these breathtakingly rapid developments.
